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Abstract: In Cloud Storage we store personal data which
contain banking details such as account numbers, passwords,
Valuable notes and other such information that can be
misused by hackers. These data are copied and cached by
cloud service providers, often without user’s authentication
and control. Self destruction system basic aims at securing the
user valuable data on cloud. In addition we implemented self
destructing system through the different functionality and
different security properties. We present a system that meets
this challenge through a novel integration of cryptographic
techniques with KGC (Key Generation Center) and DSC (Data
Storage Center). A novel approach provides additional
security to data files with attributes value which is associated
with each file and it requires before downloading without this
value, user will not be able to download the file. The
functioning of attribute value with each file is managed by
data storage center. Through functionality and security
properties evaluations of this system the result demonstrate
that the system is practical to use and meets all the privacy
goals described. Compared to the system with SEDAS,
throughput for uploading and downloading with the proposed
system slightly decreases by less than 65%. While latency for
upload and download operations with self destruction data
mechanism increases by 60%.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Key Generation center,
Data Privacy and security, Self destruction method.

I. INTRODUCTION
As Cloud computing and mobile Internet is getting
popularized, Cloud provides services which are becoming
more and most important among people’s life. People are
requested to submit or post some personal information to
the Cloud by the web [1]. When people put their data,
they subjectively hope service providers will secure
policy to secure their information from leaking, [2] so
others user will not retrieve their privacy of data. As
people depend more on the Internet and Cloud
environment, security of their data and privacy is on more
threaten. On the another hand, when information is being
accessed, transformed and stored by the computer system
or network must make cache, copy or stored it. Because
these copied information are essential important for
systems and the network system. As users who have no
information about these copies and could not control
them, so these copies can leak their data. On the other
hand, their data also can be leaked through Cloud service
Providers, hacker’ intrusion or some unauthorized actions
[3]. These problems could occur. Challenge is to secure
people’s data privacy.
Personal important data stored in the Cloud may
contain banking information, passwords, important notes,
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and other important data that could be used and improper
by an unauthorized person, a competitor, or different
user. These information or data are cache, copy, and
archived by Cloud Service Providers, without users’
permission. Self-destructing system generally aims at
securing the user data. [1] All the information and their
copy become vanished or unreadable after a usertriggering time, without any user disturbance.
In this paper we are implementing a self destructing
data system, which is based on data storage center. The
proposed system defines three new modules. Self
destruction method that is associated with each attribute
key and survival parameter, Key generation center and
data storage center. The self destruction system can meet
the requirement of self destructing data with controllable
survival time.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.
1) We focuses on key generation center which is
independent system on cloud and used to generate unique
key for each file .we used this system to generate key for
encryption process.
.2) Based on data storage center .we use attribute value to
download the data from cloud storage Attribute values are
manage by data storage center.
3) Self destruction method [1] is used to delete the copies
of key which is generated from KGC and DSC. Through
functionality and security properties evaluation of this
method, the results demonstrate that System is more
reliable to use and accept all the security goals. The rest
part of this paper is organized as follows. We review the
literature review in Section II. We describe the design and
implementation part in section III. The result cases in
evaluated in Section IV , and we gives the research
methodology in section V and we conclude the paper in
Section VI.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Data Self Destruct
The self destructing data system in the Cloud
environment should meet the following requirement.
i) How to destruct all copies of the data
simultaneously a n d make them unreadable in case the
data is out of control? A local data destruction
approach will not work in the Cloud storage because
the number of backups or archives of the data that is
stored in the Cloud is unknown, and some nodes
preserving the backup data have been offline. The clear
data should become permanently unread- able because
of the loss of encryption key, even if an attacker can
retroactively obtain a pristine copy of that data; ii) No
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explicit delete actions by the user, or any third-party
against sniffing attacks by way of using the public key
storing that data; iii) No need to modify any of the
crypto system to prevent from sniffing operations
stored or archived copies of that data; iv) No use of
However, the use of P2P features still is the fatal
secure hardware but support to completely erase data in
weakness both for Vanish and Safe Vanish, because
HDD and SSD, respectively.
there is a specific at- tack against P2P methods (e.g.,
Tang et al. [11] proposed FADE which is built
hopping attacks and Sybil at- tacks [3]).
upon standard
cryptographic
techniques
and
In addition, for the Vanish system, the survival ti me
assuredly deletes files to make them unrecoverable to
of key attainment is determined by DHT system and
anyone upon revocations of file access policies. Wang
not controllable for the user. Based on active storage
et al. [12] utilized the public key based homomorphism
framework, this paper pro- poses a distributed objectauthenticator
with random mask technique to
based storage system with self destructing data
achieve a privacy-preserving public auditing system
function. Our system combines a proactive approach in
for Cloud data storage security and uses the technique
the object storage techniques and method object, using
of a bilinear aggregate signature to support handling
data processing capabilities of OSD to achieve data selfof multiple auditing tasks. Perlman et al. [13] present
destruction. User can specify the key survival time of
three types of assured delete: expiration time known at
distribution key and use the settings of expanded
file creation, on-demand deletion of individual files,
interface to export the life cycle of a key, allowing the
and custom keys for classes of data.
user to control the subjective life-cycle of private data.
Vanish [1] is a system for creating messages that
automatically self-destruct after a period of time. It
III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
integrates crypto- graphic techniques with global-scale,
A. Self destruction System architecture
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of proposed system there are
P2P; distributed hash tables (DHTs): DHTs discard
three important modules. i) Self destruct method: This
data older than a certain age. The key is permanently
method is use to delete the key and data from the cloud
lost, and the encrypted data is permanently unreadable
storage as per priority.
after data expiration. Vanish works by encrypting
ii) Key Generation center: The KGC is independent
each message with a random key and storing shares of
system which is used to generate the key for each
the key in a large, public DHT. However, Sybil attacks
individual file. iii) Data Storage Center: Data storage
[3] may compromise the system by continuously
center is responsible for user management, session
crawling the DHT and saving each stored value before
management and storage management.
it ages out and the total cost is two orders of magnitude
less than that mentioned in reference [14] estimated.
1. Self destruct Method
They can efficiently recover keys for more than 99% of
Self destruction plays important role in computer
Vanish messages. Wolchok et al. [3] concludes that
science and engineering. Self destruction method is
public DHTs like VuzeDHT [15] probably cannot
mainly aims at protecting data privacy. In self destruction
provide strong enough security for Vanish. So,
method we focus on priority of data. Priorities can be set
Geambasu et al. [14] proposes two main
as permanent and temporary files. This method gives the
countermeasures. Although using both OpenDHT [16]
survival time or we can say triggering parameter .The
and VuzeDHT might raise the bar for an attacker, at best
survival time decide how long the key and data will be
it can provide the maximum security derived from either
survive on cloud .The survival time is given to only
system: if both DHTs are insecure, then the hybrid will
temporary files only, where as permanent file don’t
also be insecure. OpenDHT is controlled by a single
require the TTL value. This functionality provides the
maintainer, who essentially functions as a trusted third
reliability to the user.
party in this arrangement. It is also susceptible to attacks
on roughly 200 Planet Lab [17] nodes on which it runs,
2. Key Generation Center
most of which are housed low-security research
Key Generation center is independent system which is
facilities. Vanish is an interesting approach to an
used to generate private keys of users by applying KGC
important privacy problem, but, in its current form, it is
master secret keys to user associated set of attributes [4].
insecure [3].
Once the key generated, it is send to self destructions
To address the problem of Vanish discussed above, in
system. As the key generation is totally independent from
our previous work [4], we proposed a new scheme, called
main system hence this makes system more secure from
Safe Vanish, to prevent hopping attack, which is one kind
the third party threat. Fig.2 show the pseudo code for the
of the Sybil attacks [18], [19], by extending the length
key generation process for KGC system
range of the key shares to in- crease the attack cost
substantially, and did some improvement on the Shamir
3. Data Storage Center
Secret Sharing algorithm [20] implemented in the Vanish
system. Also, we presented an improved approach
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Data storage center is storage center in self destruction
Procedure KGC Key ( )
system which is used for session management, user
Begin
management and key management. DSC key is very
//Variable declaration
important for encryption and decryption process. Data
int code count=16
storage center is also used to store the data on cloud. It is
String All Character
important to generate attribute value for each file which is
String Random Code
used while downloading the files from the cloud. Session
int temp = -1
management includes the individual user management on
for I from 0 to code count then
if (temp!=-1) then
cloud. As it also used to generate DSC key. This is used
Random number
for encryption process where this encryption algorithm is
generation
used to encrypt the data and decryption algorithm [5] is
End
of
if
used the decrypt the. Data storage manages the all
int t=randnext (62)
individual user with respect to their session for storing the
if (temp=-1AND temp==1)
data.
return secret key
End of if
temp=t
Random code =all character
Array
End of loop
End of function
Fig.2 Pseudo code for key generation in KGC

5. Time to live value
Triggering parameter value is used to activate the self
destruction system. TTL value is specified by the
user.TTL value is the date and time duration for existence
of temporary files on cloud.TTL value can be updated
before expiration. As in implemented part user can update
the TTL value before expired.
Fig.1 Self destruction system architecture

Fig.3 shows the pseudo code for DSC key generation.
Key is used for encryption process, key is randomly
generated.
4. Secret Attribute Value
It is secret value which is generated by data storage
center [24], the value is alphanumeric this attribute value
is associated with each file and it is used for download.
This secret attribute key is send to the user while
downloading the file [9]. Attribute value makes the
system more secure.

Procedure DSC Key ( )
Begin
//Variable declaration
int code count=16
String All Character
String Random Code
int temp = -1
For I from 0 to code count then
if (temp!=-1) then
Random number
Generation
End of if
int t=randnext (62)
if (temp=-1AND temp==1)
return secret key
End of if
temp=t
Random code =all character
Array
End of loop
End of function

Fig.3 Pseudo code for DSC Key
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B. Data Process
To use the self destruction system. Data storage center
should implement logic of data process the different
Operations are uploading and downloading. Fig.4 shows
the flow of data process in data storage
1. Uploading
Uploads a file and triggering parameter on a cloud
storage system. User must specify the file and triggering
parameter as arguments for the uploading procedure.
Once the files have uploaded on the cloud storage, the
data will be on the cloud only for the time which specify
in triggering parameter. Once the time will over as
mentioned in triggering parameter the file will be deleted
Fig. 5 Graphical representation of data
automatically from the storage environment only in
temporary files if the priorities are permanent file then
IV. EVALUATION AND TEST CASES
there is no need of triggering parameter. [28]
In this part, we discuss the test cases and
2. Downloading:
implementation for system and then give the analysis on
In downloading proves only authenticated user who
the test result. We put up the data storage center and key
has proper permission can download data stored in the
generation center on cloud to implement for file
data storage center but before downloading the file user
uploading and downloading.
need to enter proper authenticated key for file download
A. Experimental Setup
[10]. Key will be receiving from registered email id. Data
There are multiple storage services for a user to store
data. Meanwhile, to avoid the problem produced by the
centralized “trusted” third party, the responsibility o f
KGC i s to generate the Key and send to Data storage
center and DSC also generate the DSC key both
provide the key and generate new key for encryption
process this makes the system secure from third party
[25] The result is taken out by considering different types
of where store on cloud and result is taken out from
network analysis tool. The result cases show the
uploading and downloading process, in which the result is
totally better as compare to traditional system (without
Self Destruction System).
B. Performances Evolution
As mentioned in experimental setup a self destruction
data system based on data storage center. We evaluated
the latency of upload and download under the different
file sizes. We observed that in result throughput is
decreases and latency is increases fig.6 shows the
storage center.
comparisons and download operation [27].
.
Fig 4. Data Process (Uploading and downloading file)

C. Network Traffic Analysis Tool
It is independent tool design for self destruction
system. This tool is used to measure overhead, time
latency and throughput. It analyzes the data during
download and uploading process. It is independent tool
which get the result of latency, overhead and throughput
[30]. This tool gives the result of all types of files which
are downloaded on cloud and vice versa. The result is
totally depend on the speed of connection.Fig.5 shows the
graphical representation of data which is shown by
network traffic analysis where user can see the latency
and throughput and overhead of each file in cloud.
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V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this paper we are working on the method i.e self
destruction method, key generation Center (KGC) and
Data Storage Center (DSC).[26] The self destruction
method id used to delete the temporary data from cloud
with the help triggering parameter. The KGC is the key
generation center this approach allow user to generate
random key from independent system on cloud i.e. KGC
[30]. This key where send to data storage to create a
unique key for encryption process and Data storage center
is responsible for session management, user management
and key management. It is also used for data storage in
cloud .We have implemented a unique approach in this
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experience to inform future data storage c e n t e r for
system which make the system more efficient and secure
Cloud services The proposed model can be extended with
in point of security concern. User will upload the file on
fixed bandwidth
to increase the uploading and
cloud with triggering parameter for temporary file and
downloading
speed
of
files.
store the data on cloud where as for download process
user need to put the key for download the file from cloud
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